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The CHC calls for a boycott of the Australian Open.
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Novak Djokovic, winner of a record nine Australian Open singles titles and the ATP world number one tennis player has

been harangued, locked away, embarrassed, barred from seeking his next title as the defending champion. All this,
despite having applied for and having been granted an exemption against the enforced medically unsound and unhinged

“vaccination” demands of playing in the tournament.
He was courted to attend, after all what’s a tournament without a defending champion? Novak has only asserted his right

to his own medical privacy and refuses to speak of his “vaccination” status. It is legally outrageous that he needs to
kowtow to this medically unfounded requirement while vaccine failure abounds, boosters with no safety assessments are

being ordained, and his prior infection to which he refers, medically very likely grants him far stronger, richer, robust,
longer lasting immunity as a multitude of studies, including from the “booster front lines” of Israel, demonstrate. He is not

obliged to abide by a theology posing as a science.
An independent blind panel provided a medical exception to the champion, as confirmed by Craig Tiley, CEO of Tennis
Australia. The panel is composed of medical specialists, and they see a blind copy of a medical exemption request. Of

course, what Australia feared has come to pass, the self-imposed caricature of a penal state perpetuating, via its
bureaucrats anyway, its manic fascination with a clearly discredited zero-COVID fantasy.

The claim that Novak had an exemption to play in the tournament but not to enter Australia without quarantine, belabors
the point of how a visa (now cancelled) was granted. He was allowed to board a plane in Dubai and take a fourteen hour
flight, to be persecuted for over 8 hours, and then placed in an isolated room, while the anti-science brigade held forth

and fulminated.
It is proven, and confessed even by the vaccine manufacturers, that the “vaccines” do not stop spread of disease,
especially not the highly transmissible omicron variant that is now widely distributed around the world, including in

Australia. Therefore, demanding “vaccination” as a prerequisite to competing in the Australian Open is both insane and
discriminatory. How can the denial of Novak’s exemption possibly be “protecting” Australians or any of the players, when

re-infection is rife. And why should life and liberty be at the whim of such abhorrent medical confusion?
The state of Victoria has social media ablaze and polarized, and people are welcome to their views, but surely not to

inflict their life choices on others, or go for what, medically, is now no more than a witch-hunt. There is no mandate that
asks an individual anywhere to sacrifice personal bodily autonomy. It rankles, and the ghosts of Nuremberg are doubtless

manifest all around this sordid, sorry episode.
The CHC calls for sanity, for proportionality, for humanity, and for a boycott of all organisations, venues and companies

that are enforcing vaccinations as requirement for entry, participation or patronage. Like our champion, we encourage all
people to take a stand for independence, for autonomy, and for liberty 

We salute Novak Djokovic and stand fully with him and behind him.
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ABOUT THE CARING HEALTHCARE WORKERS COALITION
The Caring Healthcare Workers Coalition is a group of South African healthcare workers committed to quality patient

care, the preservation of the doctor-patient relationship and evidence-based medical care.
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